Abstract. The diagnosability is the inherent property of spacecraft control system, mainly including the fault detectability and isolability. Analysis of diagnosability in the system design stage contributes to reduce the failure risks for it reveal the relation between system structure and faults, which suggests a easier way to design a fault diagnosis algorithm and devoting to a necessary redundancy and safety. The model uncertainties and process noise affect the diagnosability evaluation but still gain deficient attention in current researches, in this work we consider a method using Energy-statistics to evaluate the system diagnosability with model uncertainties as well as process noise, propose the definition and the calculation of fault detectability and isolability.
Introduction
Modern spacecraft is required to be multi-mission available despite high risks, high cost and long cycles, which suggests that the spacecraft control system is critical to keep spacecraft working in staple state and coping with complex natural conditions in outer space. Moreover, once launched the flexibility remains limited. Coping with faults of spacecraft control system effectively can ensure the success of mission and lower the total cost. Currently the researches mainly focus on the diagnosis methods for spacecraft control system faults [1] , while fault diagnosis method require the system to be diagnosable.
Spacecraft control system faults can only be detected via diagnosis methods when the system diagnosability can be met [2] , which proves the significance of diagnosability analysis in the system design stage. Better diagnosability of a system contributes to easier fault diagnosis algorithm and higher efficiency, which plays a constructive in dealing with on-orbit faults. The definition of diagnosability is: when single or more faults occur, the ability to diagnosis the fault, including detectability and isolability [3] .
System Formulation and Problem Statement
The Concept of Diagnosability A fault on a component of the system is said to be detectable if knowledge of system inputs and outputs over a finite time interval following the occurrence of the fault allows the detection in spite of disturbances [3] .
System Formulation. The spacecraft control system can be treat as a discrete-time descriptor model in the form ( 1) 
In formula (1), 
, e is a stochastic vector with zero mean,
. Then we get the rewritten form of (1):
In (3) (5) shows that the system performance is influenced by fault vector f and noise e .
An Application of Energy-statistics to system diagnosability Analysis
Overview of Energy Distance. Energy distance is a statistical distance between the distributions of random vectors, which characterizes equality of distributions [6] .
Definition 1 (Energy distance).
The energy distance between the d-dimensional independent random variables X and Y is defined as (6): Then we can derive the conclusion: 
Case Studies
In order to state the effectiveness of the proposed method of system diagnosability evaluation, we make a simulation of "infrared earth sensor(IRES) & gyroscope " [5] .
IERS and gyroscope are vital to spacecraft attitude control system. When the spacecraft is at the three-axis stabilized state, let  be the roll angle corresponding to orbit coordinate system,  be the elevation angle,  be the azimuth angle. 0  is the angular velocity and () t g means the output of the gyroscope, () 
